YUCATAN

NATURE

QUEST

Join us
November 16th 23th in the jungle
of Yucatan, where
cultural traditions
and reverence
for Nature live in
harmony.

Revel in the majestic jungle of Yucatan and experience Maya
Yucatan, Mexico
culture firsthand in this Nature Quest Retreat with John P. Milton. November 16th to 23th, 2020
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ABOUT
WHAT IS
NATURE
QUEST?
The WoN Nature Quest is a mindfulness and meditation
retreat that includes powerful awareness training with
a skilled and knowledgeable teacher, and a guided
AllOne time solo in Nature.
Nature Quest creates an opportunity to receive
teachings in a concise retreat that is more accessible to
most people. Experiencing a Nature Quest can have a
deeply transforming effect on your life.
The fundamental purpose is to provide a simple and
clear introduction to Natural Mindfulness. Utilizing the
core principles of relaxation and presence, this practice
helps refine the experiential fields of perception
through a conscious, sensorial connection to your
natural surroundings.

THE CHALLENGE
We live in a time with many changes and challenges, but also many opportunities. A
time when being in touch with your own inner compass is perhaps more important
than ever in contributing to conscious evolution. A time when true revolution, at all
levels personal and beyond, is about mobilizing your and other’s energy to commit
to creating and living through values of deeper meaning. It is our experience that
when this kind of collective commitment is mobilized, true change is possible both
within yourself as well as in our society.

THE OUTCOME

Your Nature Quest and wilderness experience
can result in a dramatic reduction of daily
stress, an increase in creativity, and a more
clear, centered and harmonious awareness, all
of which helps you be well equipped to handle
the challenges and opportunities that life
may have to offer. If you choose to trust, the
natural world can support you in the process
of unveiling profound peace, self-respect and
revelation - your authentic self.

PROGRAM
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This Nature Quest with WoN founder John P. Milton
will include a day of awareness training in meditation, qi
gong, and energy practices, followed by 4 nights of AllOne
time nature solo. Upon your emergence from AllOne
Time, reintegration training, sharing and ceremony will
conclude the retreat.

Some of the practices covered are: meditation, Qigong,
cultivating and refining the perceptions and senses,
wilderness skills, and techniques for transforming blocked
emotions. In nature, with its diversity and richness of color,
shape, irregularities, smells, tastes and other impressions,
our consciousness and our perception has been formed
and has evolved over millions of years. By returning to
nature and rediscovering our senses with the help of
the exercises presented, we are given an opportunity to
revive many dormant abilities that lie fallow. Each of us
can become more awake and present beings if we train
our sensing abilities, release worry and attachment, and
allow ourselves to just Be in a state of “alert resting” Mindfulness in Nature.

The Nature Quest includes a 4 day ‘AllOne Time’ nature
solo; time you spend completely alone with yourself
and nature. The practices mentioned above, as well as
sufficient time for sharing before and after the AllOne
Time solo with the leaders and the group, will help you to
prepare and integrate the experience in yourself and your
daily life. Your safety and well-being during the Nature
Quest is of our utmost concern; in fact, participating in a
Passage is as safe as going camping. A uniquely designed
“buddy system” with daily checkpoints allow you, your
fellow Passagers and your guides to verify the safety of
everyone involved, while still honoring your solitude. In
addition, a base camp is located nearby, and a whistle call
quickly alerts an adjoining solo partner or guide to your
site. During AllOne Time, reading, writing or campfires are
not recommended. You may fast or eat simple foods of
your preference and enjoy the comforts of your own tent.
When you remove the demands, habits and trappings of
everyday life, the essence of yourself can be revealed.
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TEACHER

Way of Nature Founder John P. Milton will guide
you on this Nature Quest with the assistance of WoN
Guide Jenniffer Menke. John created Way of Nature as
a universal path to Liberation, incorporating 12 Guiding
Principles which distill the core teachings of the
world’s liberating wisdom traditions. His work has been
visualized as a red-thread through the book “Presence”
(authors: Peter Senge, Joseph Jaworski, Otto Scharmer
and Betty Sue Flowers) especially within the chapter
“Seeing with the heart.” John has pioneered for western
civilization a unique, vital way of spiritual cultivation in
nature. His vision quest and shamanic work began in
the mid-1940s, at the age of seven.
As a former Woodrow Wilson Scholar and professor of environmental studies at the University
of Illinois, Springfield, John has conducted numerous lectures and seminars on the environment
and earth-honoring spirituality within the United States, including at Harvard and Princeton
Universities, and more recently, at MIT and Naropa University. He is a founding board member of
The Academy for Systemic Change, initiated by Peter Senge and a group of close associates. John
was the first ecologist on staff at the White House in the 1970s, working with the President’s Council
of Economic Advisors.
John is the founder of Threshold, Inc., a non-profit organization dedicated to the preservation
of sacred lands and The Way of Nature Fellowship. He also created the Sacred Passage process
of awareness training, where his 12 Principles are widely taught. He is the author of “Sky Above
Earth Below: Spiritual Practice in Nature” and numerous other books, articles, audio and video
presentations on ecology and spiritual practices.

LOCATION
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The meeting point for launching this Natural Experience will be Hacienda
Itzincab Cámara, a restored Sisal Hacienda from the XVII century.
Hacienda Itzincab is located 40 minutes from Merida’s International
Airport in the center of the Maya Jungle.
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FEE

Your contribution supports the Baktún Initiative and young Mayans to preserve
their Cultural Patrimony, as they integrate and evolve their personal and cultural
identity.
The experience will have a cost of $1,800 USD per person or $2,500 per couple.
This includes transportation from-to Merida International Airport, the WoN
Program, and food / lodging at Itzincab prior and after WoN Experience.
*Note. If you fly to Cancun International Airport, we will be happy to arrange
your transportation at an additional cost.
Please inquire about options for groups of +2 and discount rates Non for Profit
Organizations.
NOTE: If you cancel your registration, you will be reimbursed 50% if canceled
two or more weeks before the start of the retreat, and 25% if canceled less
than two weeks before the course.
10% discount for early registration before the 31st of July.
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CONTACT &
REGISTRATION

Please confirm you attendance at
https://naturequest.mx no later than
October 1, 2020.
Confirmed participants will be asked
to fill an online registration form.

